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NEW TECHNOLOGY
No new technology is x-eportable for the period covered by this
report.
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I1. SUMMARY
The overall objective of this program Is to define the effects
of impurities, various thermochemical processes, and any impurity-process
interaction ,.; upon the performance of terrestrial solar cells, The
results of the study form a basis for silicon producers, wafer manu fact urors,
and cell fabricators to develop appropriate cost-benefit relationships
for the use of less pure, less costly solar grade silicon.
Cr is highly mobile in silicon even at temperatures as 'low as
600°C. Contrasting with earlier data for M ,1 , Ti, and V, Cr concentrations
vary from place to place in polycrystalline silicon wafers anti the
eloctrically-active Cr c:oneentratiosi j.a the polysilicon is more than an
order of magnitude smaller than would be projected from single crystal
impurity daataa. We :hypothesize that Cr diffuses during ingot cooldown
after growth, preferentially segregates to grain boundaries and becomes
electrically deactivated.
Both Al and Au introduce deep levels when grown into silicon
crystals. Al produces two levels, B V+0.44eV and hV+0,49eV, while Au
gives rise to four levels, F V+0.22eV, EV+0.34eV, CV+0.47eV, BV+0.53eV.
This latter result contrasts with the two Au levels usually observed
following diffusion. Both the red response and cell performance of Al
and Au-doped solar cells are degraded by deep level formation.
Accelerated aging data from Ni-contaminated silicon amply that
no significant impurity-induced cell performance reduction should be
expected over a twenty-year device lifetime.
Combined electrical bias and thermal stressing of silicon solar
cells containing Nb, Fe, Cu, Ti, Cr, and Ag, respectively produces no
performance loss after 100 hour exposures up to 225%.
Ti and V, but not Mo. can be Bettered from polycrystalline
silicon by POCZ3
 or IICt at temperatures of 1000°C and 1100°C.
1
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2. INTRODUCTION
This is the twenty-first quarterly report describing activities
conducted under J'PL Contract 954131, and is the fourth report of the
Phase IV studios.
In Phase III, "An Investigation of the Effects of Impurities
and processing on Silicon Solar Cells," the affects of thermal processes,
impurities, and impurity-process interact.'ons were determined and
documented. The development of this data base led to a more precise
definition of what constitutes an acceptable "Solar Grade" Silicon.
In addition, it provided silicon Manufacturers with a rationale for
selection of constriction materials; it has helped ingot, sheet, or
ribbon manufacturers to specify the purity of silicon feedstocks; and
it has enabled cell manufacturers to :refine acceptable wafer purities
for cell fabrication and to choose processes which minimize adverse
impurity effects. In short, the impurity effect data provide a basis
for cast-bon.efit analysis to producers and users of Solar Grade Silicon.
In Phase IV of this program, the appiloaches and techniques
developed in Phase III are being extended to several new areas, as well
as to developing an improved data base for aging effects and certain
process-related phenomena. The phase IV tasks include (1) evaluation,
by previously developed process techniques, of the properties of silicon
produced by experimental low cost processes; (2) extending threshold
impurity concentration data to high efficiency cells; (3) measuring tine
effects of interaction between impurities and grain boundaries in poly-
crystalline solar cells; (4) evaluating the long term effects of
impurities in solar cells; and (S) e-amining the effects of processes
such as ion implantation on contaminated solar cells.
2
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During this quarter we have continued studies of polycrys
solar calls, accelerated, aging of impurity behavior, thermochemical
processing and modeling of impurity effects in high efficiency devices.
The results oa tlua.t effort are described in the following sections,
3. TECHNICAL, PROGRESS
3.1 Crystal Growth and Analysis
3.1.1 Itot Preparation
During this quarter we have grown ingots rith the intentionally-
added impurities Au, Al and Mn respectively. The Au and A1-doped ingots
were monocrystalline, while the Mn doped ingot was polycrystalline.
Subsequently a second htn ingot was grown (11231) using half the initial
Mn concentration to help suppress excessive metal-rich inclusion formation
and crystal structure breakdown.
Of the :Four p-tygr;v -)ilicon ingots pulled for solar cell
characterization, the Ai-doped ingot contained only Al as the electri%ally
active dopant and had a resistivity of 1:.5 ohm-cm. The remaining ingots
contained the usual intentionally added boron to yield resistivities
near 4 ohm-cm. Each ingot's intentionally added metal impurity dopant,
associated crystalline structure and task are indicated in 'fable 1. All
ingots were prepared by the Czochralsk: crystal growth method with
details of the crystal growth equipment and conditions found in earlier
reportsl'2
3.1.2 ingot Evaluation
Retailed ingot impurity data are indicated in 'fable 2 with the
listing of ingot identification, intentionally added target impurity
concentration, ingot impurity concentration based on melt analysis by
atomic absorption (calculated concentration), and ingot seed impurity
concentration measured by spark source mass spectrometry. 213
Spark source mass spectrometer analyses of the first generation
Au-doped ingot seed samples yielded an impurity concentration <5xlO 14
 atoms/cm3
(below sensitivity of mass spectrometer), However, spark source analyses
of ingot tang samples produced. a value of 5.5xlO14
 atoms/cm3 . The Au*+
4
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TABLH 1 INGOT IMPURITY t STRUCTURE AND TASK
IMPURITY	 STRUGTURR
Au	 Single
Al	 Single
Mn	 Polycrystalline
TASK
Thermochomi,.cal Processing
Tito rmcch end caI Processing
Polycrystalline
Wo ingot growths with the latter having
reduced impurity concentration to suppress
metal-rich inclusions.
5
TABLE 2	 INGOT IMPURITY CONCENTRATION
Target Calculated
Ingot
Concentration Concentration
'Edgnt 3 figntion 4015atoms/cm3 x1Ul$atoms/cm3
W-198-00-000 None N/A
{V-199-00-000 Norio N/A
W»2004-004-Poly 0.4 0.35
W-201-Mo-007-Poly 0.005 0.003
IV-202-Ti-013-Poly 0.02 0.018
W-203-V-005-Poly 0.04 0.055
W-204-Cr-008-Poly 1.0 0.82
1V-205-Pe-009-Poly 0.5 0.61
W-206-V-006 0.02 0.026
W-207-Mo-008 0.002 0.002
W-208-Cr-003 1.2 0.19
W-209-Ti-014 0.02 0.024
W-210-Ti-0x5 0.08 0.10
W-211-Cu-007 1.0 1.0
W-212-Cu-008 10 12.5
W-213-Pb-001 Max. C^nn. Non	 Detectable
W-214-V-007-Poly 0.20 0.30
W-215-Mo-009-Poly 0.0025 0.002
W-216-Cr-010-Poly 0.80 0.64
W-217-Ta-005 0.00015 0.0003
W-218-Ta-006 0.000065 0.0001
W-219-V-008 0.007 0.009
Mass sepe.
Analy-is
x101^atoms/cm3
None
None
18.5..
77
0.25
0.15
1322
1.5
0.15
0.5
0.6
0.25
0.25
2.6
27
0.10+
0.55
0.5
2.2
0.5
0.5
0.15
6
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TABLE 2 INGOT impu TTY CONCENTRATION (continued)
Target Calculated Mass Spec.
Ingot Concentration Concentration Analysis
	 ,.
Identification x101•Satoms /cm3 xl015atoms/cm3' xlu15atoms/cm3
W-220-W-005 0.0008 0.0007 0.15
W-221-Ni-005 10 8.2 1.5
W-222-Ag-002 4.5 3.2 6.0
W-223-Ni-006 1.0 1.1 1.5
W-223-HSC/DCS-57 NA++ None 0.2+++
W-225-Mn-00 1.0 1.5 5.5
W-226 -Mn-010 4.0 *** ***
W-227-Cr-011-Poly 0.4 0.43 2.2
W-228-Gd-001 0.2 ++++ 0.2
W-229-Au-001 0.6 0.6 0.55
W-230-A1-003 120 64 120
W-231-Mn-011-Poly 0.25 Processing Processing
*	 Ingots contain metal-rich inclusions due to consitutional
supercooling.
**	 Ingots regrown to remove metal-rich inclusions due to
olastitutional supercooling.
+	 Pb dopant vaporized on two separate ingot growths.
++	 No intentional :impurity
+++
	 Heavy metals sensitivity of SSMS
***	 Single growth probhibited due to excessive impurity doping
for permanence studies.
++++ Atomic absorption analysis of ingot melt sample showed 2.8%
Gd by weight of sample.
7
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line at m/e = 98 1/2 was identifiable unly on the first photoplate
exposure. The above tang results show that the ingot seed concentration
is closer to 3x10 14 atoms/cm3 at the point where 50% of the silicon
charge had been consumed during ingot growth. This implies a Au
segregation coefficient kAu = 2.5x10_ 5
 with the melt concentration at
1.2x101
 atoms/cm'. This is in reasonable agreement with the value
quoted in the literature d
 kAu 5x10_5
Multiple spark source analyses of Al-doped ingot W-230
yielded an averages impurity concentration of 1.2x10 17 atoms/cm3 . The
heavy dopant 4oncon.tration permitted the use of the Al + m/e = 27 photo-
plate line, yielding several exposures. This reduced the analytical errors
that stem from wAng ionization factors greater than 1 which are associated
with the Al
++
 and Al
... 
lines. An Al segregation coefficient k Al	 3x10^2
was obtained using the melt concentration of 4x10 15
 atoms/cm3 . This is
in good agreement with the kAl value determined in the earlier phases
of the program. 1,2
The kAl calculated by using theingot seed resistivity of 1.5
ohm-cm (1,x10 16 atoms/cm3) was 2.5x1O -3 . This lower kAl is indicative
of oxygen present in Czochralski pulled ingots. Oxygen-aluminum reactions
tend to reduce the electrically active aluminum, producing the lower
apparent segregation coefficient.2
The first Mn-doped polycrystalline ingot had a melt concentration
of 5x101 a.%oms/cm3 . We found numerous areas of fine grain structure
in the seed end of the ingot due to inclusion-induced breakdown. An
additional ingot was grown with Mn at 2.5x10 14 atoms/cm3 to render more
reproducible and measurable solar cell efficiencies in subsequent
polycrystalline warmers.
The Gd-doped ingot W-228 produced late in the last quarter
was spark source analyzed early in this quarter. Three separate spark
source mass spectrometer evaluations were performed on individual tang
samples, all yielding a Gd concentration below the sensitivity of the
mass spectrometer (2x1O 14
 atoms/cm 3). These data and the ingot dopant melt
concentration of 1.8x1O 20 atoms/cm3 imply kGd<1x10-b.
8
A best estimate 3 of the impurity concentrations for the
Phase 1V ingots is lasted in Table 3.
The resistivity and etch pit data for all of Phase IV ingots
are indicated in Table 4. Etch pit analysis is not applicable to the
polycrystalline samples.
As in the past carbon and oxygen concentrations of each odd
numbered ingot were measured by infrared absorptionat room temperature
using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. The amplitudes of the
absorption peaks at 605 cm l and 1107 cm-1
 are proportional to the
carbon and oxygen concentrations respectively. The calibration factors
used in these evaluations are 2.2 atoms/cm 2
 for carbon (2) and 4.9
atoms/cm2 for oxygen. 5
 Measured concentrations are listed in Table S.
Normal carbon and oxygen concentrations found in Czochralski grown
material are in the ra5tge of 2.5 to 5x10 17
 atoms/cm3 for carbon and 5
to 150x10 16
 atoms /cm3 for oxygen.
3.2 Silicon Material Evaluation by Deep Level Spectroscopy
3.2.1 Analysis of Cr-Doped Polysilicon Ingots
In the last quarterly report  we showed preliminary data
from polycrystalline ingotW216 containing 8x10 14
 cm-3 metallurgical
concentration of Cr but only about 7x10 12
 cm
-3
 electrically-active Cr
(as determined from DLTS measurements). Since then we have completed
further DLTS measurements on this ingot which show that active Cr
concentration indeed is very low and falls between 4. and 9x10 12 em- 3,
Table 6. The electrically-active Cr concentration in a single crystal,
containing 8x10 14 cm 3 total Cr is expected to bc'ti1..8xlo 0111	 Ingot W216
however, contained inclusions which resulted in partial breakdown in
the crystal structure and a large scatter in the cell performance which
was in the r4inge of 5 to 6% (uncoated) .
To circumvent the ambiguity associated with the interpretation
of the data due to inclusions, a second polycrystalline ingot, W-227,
was grown with a lower Cr (4.3x10 14 cm-3) concentration. This ingot
9
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TABLE 3
Ingot
Identification
BR57' c-sTIMATC Or IMPURITY CONCENTRATIONS
Rest Estimate
of Impurity Conc.
(X 10 15 ATOMS/CM3)
W-198-00-000
W-199-00-000
W-200-V-004-Poly
W-201-Mo-007-Poly
W-202-Ti-013-Poly
W-203-V-005-Poly
W-204-Cr-008-Poly
W-205-re-009-Poly
W-206-V-006
W-207-Mo-008
W-208-Cr-009
W-209-Ti-014
W-2'1-ti-015
W-211-Cu-007
W-212-CuT008
W-213-PU-001
W-214-V-007-Poly
W-215410-009-Poly
W- 216-Cr-010-Poly
W- 217-Ta- 005
W-218-Ta-006
W-219-V-008
W-220-W-005
W-221-Ni-005
NA
NA
0.,38
0.003
0.018
0.05
0.82
0.61
0.026
0.002
0.19
0.02
0.10
1.8
12.5
ND+
0.4
0.002
1.0
0.0003
0.0001
0.009
0.0007
8.2
10
TABLE 3 BEST ESTIMATE OF IMPURITY CONCENTRATIONS (Continued)
Bost Estimate
Ingot	 of Impurity Conc.
Identification	 (x 10 15 atoms/cm3)
W-222-Ag-002 4.6
W-223-Ni-006 1.1
W-224-IiSC/DCS057 ++
W-225-Nfn-009 1.5
W-226-Mn-010 ***
W-227-Cr-011-Poly 0.4
W-228-Cd-001 0.4
{V-229-Au-001 0.6
W-230-A1-003 120
W-231-Mn-011- poly processing
*	 Not applicable
+	 ND - Non detectable
++	 No intentional impurity
*** Single growth prohibitee due to excessive
impurity doping for permanence studies
11
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TABLE 4	 INGOT ELECTRICAL AND DEFECT CHARACTERISTICS
TGP Actual Etch
Ingot Resistivity Resistivity Pit Density
Identification (ohm-cm) (ohm- cm) ( /cm2
11-198-00-000 4.0 4.123.9 0-3K
W-199-00-000 4.0 3.7-3.5 1-5K
W-200-V-004/Poky 4.0 3.6-2.3 NA
11-201-Mo-007/Poly 4.0 3.8-2.3 NA
W-202-Ti-013/Poly 4.0 5.3-3.9 NA
W-203-V-005/Poly 4.0 4.4-3.8 NA
W-204-Cr-008/Poly 4.0 4.7-4.3 NA
W-205-Fe-009/Poly 4.0 4.0-3.2 NA
W-206-V-006 4.0 3.7-3.6 0^5K
W-207-Mo-008 4.0 3.8-3.5 0-15K
W-=208-Cr-009 4.,0 3.7-3.5 0-15K
W-209-Ti-014 4.0 4.0-3,3 0-10K
W-210-Ti-015 4.0 4.0-3.5 0-5K
W-211-Cu-007 4.0 4.0-3.1 0-5K
W-212-Cu-008 4.0 3.9-3.3 5-20K
W-213-Pb-001 4.0 3.3-2.7 10-20K
W-214-V-007-Poly 4.0 3.8-3.1 NA
W-215-Mo-009-Poly 4.0 3.8-1.7 NA
W-216-Cr-010-Poly 4.0 7.6-2.9 NA
W-2117-Ta-005 4.0 3.5-3.0 0-10!
W-218-Ta-006 4.0 3.7-3.2 0-SK
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TABLE 4 INGOT ELECTRICAL AND DEFECT CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)
A
TGT Actual Etch
Ingot Resistivity Resistivity Pit Denty
Identification (ohm-c1n) (011111- cm) ( /cm )
{V-219-V-008 4.0 3.63.3 0-5K
W-220-W-005 4.0 3.7-3.2 0.20K
W-221-Ni-005 4.0 3.5-3.1 OK
W-222-Ag-002 4.0 5.8-5.7 O-Gross Lineage
W-223-Ni-006 4.0 3.6-3.1 O-SK
W-224-ISC/DCS057 1.0 1.4-1.2 5-20k
W-225-Mn-009 4.0 5.5-3.S O-SK
W-226-N1n-010 4.0 *** ***
W-227-Cr-011-Poly 4.0 3.9-3.5 NA
W-228-Gd-001 4.0 5.4-5.1 0-Grosq Lineage
W-229-Au-001 4.0 4.3-4.2 0-30K
W-230-A1-003 1.5 1.5-0,5 0-20K
W-231-Mn-011-Poly 4.0 4.4-3.1 NA
*	 Not applicable
*** Single growth prohibited due to excessive impurity
doping for permanence studies.
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TABLE 5 INGOT CARBON AND OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS
Carbon Oxygen
Ingot Concentration Concentration
W entiiication (x1016 atoms/cm3) (.11016 atoms/cm3)
W, 201-Mo-007-[poly 7.0 61
W-203-V-005-Poly 12 59
W-205-Fe-009-Poly 8.0 34
W-207-Mo-008 5.4 43
IV-209-Ti-014 6.4 61
W-211-Cu-007 6.0 57
W-213-Pb-001 8.0 57
W-215-Mo-009-Poly 10.0 56
W-217-To-005 12.0 50
W-219-V-008 25.0 43
W-221-Ni-005 10.0 53
W-233-Ni-006 20.0 77
W-225-Mn-009 4.0 58
W-227-Cr-011-Poly 16.0 82
IV-229-Au-001 7.3 80
W-231-Mn-011-Poly 13.0 38
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was inclusion-free. Cell data from this ingot showed much less scatter.
Table 7 shows a comparison of data from Cr-doped and uncontaminated
single crystal and polycrystalline solar cells. The data indicate that
the presence of 4x10 14 cm	 Cr in a polycrystalline :solar call degrades its
short circuit current and the cell performance. Compared to an
uncontaminated polysilicon cel,l,the averagelSC of the Cr-doped cell is
lower by ti 3mA and the cell efficiency is about 1.5% less. In both
contaminated and uncontaminated poly cells, the junctions were quite
leaky, causing low fill factors. This leakage is attributed to
electrically-active grain boundaries present in the depletion region.
The spectral response data, Figure 1, reveal that grain
boundaries and Cr impurity each individually lower the red response
appreciably. More important to note is that 4x1014 cm-3 Cr present in
the polysilicon degrades the spectral response.
To gain deeper insight into the behavior of Cr in the poly-
silicon, DLTS measurements were performed at various locations across
the surface of an unprocessed wafer, To do this
,-
30 mil diameter Ti-Au
Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated and tested. 6 The data in Table
8 show that there is about an order of magnitude variation from place
to place in active Cr concentration. This is in contrast to earlier
results for Mo, Ti and V doped polysilicon wafers 8,9 where little or
no variation was detected. Another noteworthy feature is that the
active Cr concentration in single crystal silicon containing 4x10 14 cm- 3
Cr is N 8x10 13
 cm-3 ; but in this polysilicon ingot, it is 2-20 times
smaller (0.3-3x10 13
 cm- 3 ). This is consistent with previous observations
relating to Cr-doped poly-ingot 216 (Table 6). Again, however this
result contrasts sharply to those for Mo, V and Ti doped polysilicon where
the active impurity content was equal to that expected from single
crystal data.
We may rationalize the above observations in the light of
the high diffusion constant of Cr in silicon compared to those of Mo,
V and Ti. 3 First, because Cr diffuses rapidlyra  in silicon we might expect
it to preferentially segregate to the grain boundaries and form metal-rich
15
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TABLE 6
Active Cr Concentration in Polycrystalline Ingot-216 Containing
8 8 1014 cm- 3 Cr.
SAMPLE IO	 ACTIVE CT CONCENTRATION
( cm-3)
1-T	 4.5x1012
1-B	 9.0x1012
2-T
	 6x1012
2-B	 7x1012
3-T
	 5x1012
3-B	 7x1012
4-T	 7.2x1012
4-B	 7.6x1012
f
(+'	 TABLE 7
Comparison of Uncontaminated Baseline and Cr-Contaminated
Single Crystal and Polycrystalline Solar Cell Data
Ingot ID
I SC
(M)
VOC
Volts FF
Cell Efficiency
M
003-Single Crystal 22.35 0.557 0.7.5 10.0
Baseline
076-Polycrystal 19.23 0.505 0.66 6.9
Baseline
072-Single Crystal 20.86 .491 .70 7.9
Contaminated with
4x10 14 cm- 3 Cr
227-Polycrystal 16 .47 .66 5.26
Contaminated with
4x10 14
 cm- 3 Cr
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TABLE 8
Distribution of Active Cr Concentration across Polysil con Wafers
(Ingot-227) Containing a Metallurgical Cr Concentration of
4.Ux10 14 cm-3,
SAME ACTIVE CR CONCENTRATION tcm3)
1..T 132.9x10
l 1l 1.16x1013
I " B 1.37x1013
2 " T 1.Oxi 0 13
2 w M 9.40x10121.434013
3 " T Sx1012
3
3
M
B
1.0x1013
1.10x1013
1.4401 3
4 " B
1.6x10
1.6x1013
5 ^
^ 1.7x1012
3.1x10
5 ` B 3.8x1012
G - T	 1.SX1013
6 M
	 8.6x1012
6	 B	 2.0x1013
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precipitates there. 	 Grain boundaries provide a sink of low free
r.
energy sites fox the defects and impurities. A large diffusion constant
u°
of Cr will result in diffusion and segregation of Cr into the grain
boundaries from the adjacent grains whale the crystal is cooling from
the growth temperature. Since the average grain size was N 1mm, crystal
cooling time of 1 hr coupled with an average diffusion constant of
10-x' em2/sac during cooling will result in a diffusion distance of
1/2 min (x = 3Rt = 310-6x3600 = 0.06 cm). The diffusion constant of Cr
I
in silicon at the temperatures of interest is not known exactly, although
Bettering experiments (below) indicate that It difftu;as much faster than Ti
i
	
	
in $1. (Moreover the value for Cr should be in the range of those for
Fe (4)). The diffusion constant of Ti in Si at 825 0 C is ti 10' 11 cm2/sec.
Since a diffusion process gives rise to a concentration profile, it is
not surprising that we observed an order of magnitude variation in the
Cr concentration over the polysilicon wafer;.
Another important conclusion that can be drawn from the ALTS
data is that when Cr segregates into the grain boundaries it becomes
electrically inactive, i.e, it does not give rise to the CV+0.3loV tray,
otherwise we would detect a higher active Cr concentration at or near the
grain boundaries, Figure 2 shows the photomicrograph of the regions in
which highcst and lowest impurity concentrations were measured. At this
magnification it is difficult to point sut the impurity-grain boundary
interaction. However, the diodes which showed lowest impurity concen-
tration do show grain boundaries. Other diodes also show microstructural
features, therefore, one can explain these databy the conjecture that
all structural features do not provide an equally effective sank for Cr.
The cell data, particularly the drop in I SC , and the red
degradation in spectral response suggest an appreciable loss in carrier
lifetime due to 4x10 14 cm-' Cr in the polysili.con. however, the UTS
measurements indicate that the concentration of active Cr in the
starting wafer is only 0,3-3x10 13 cmi3 , with an average of N; 1x10 13 cm 3.
If we use electrically active to metallurgical Cr ratio of 0.23 from
the single crystal data  then lx10 13cm- 3 active Cr corresponds to a
20
I1
a = 3.8x1011 , b= 3.1 x 10 `` , c = L Ix 10 3
( al
d = 1.5x10 i3. e=8.6x1O 1Z . f=2.0x1013
( b)
Figure 2 Microstructure of Cr-doped Polyervstalline Silicon Wafers.
kH -87766
metallurgical concentration of N Sx1013 , which is below the threshold
for Cr-induced cell degradation. 1 This means that Cr-induced lo g s of
carrier lifetime in polysilicon cannot be entirely accounted for by the
electrically act i ve average Cr. however, in certain areas the active
Cr concentration is somewhat above the threshold. This anomaly can be
explained by speculating that Cr which segregates into the grain
boundaries somehow increases the recombination at the grain boundaries
which in turn degrades the carrier lifetime.
We plan to rerun some of the solar cell experiments to test
these ideas,
3.2.2 Analysis of Me Gettering by POCR.,
Earlier we reported that P0CZ 3 gettering at 1100°C for 17
hours had no effect oil 	 indicating that the diffusion constant of
Ho in silicon is very small. 3 In order to estimate the diffusion
constant, we created a Mo out-diffusion profile via more intense
gettering. We raised the POCA3 gettering temperature to 1250%
(again 17 hours) for ingot Mo-077 containing 4x10 12
 cmr3 	After the
gettering treatment we removed the n+ region by etching. The interface
location is accurate within + 1 Um. The gettered wafers were then
step-etched, and on Bach step Ti-Au Schottky barrier diodes were
fabricated to determine the active Me concentration by the DLTS method.
The data in Table 9 show only weak evidence of Mo gettering even by
this rather intense treatment, indicating that Me cannot be appreciably
extracted from silicon even at 1250°C. DLTS data for locations close
to the junction were somewhat unclear and some more work is being done
in that region.
3.2.3 Analysis of Cr Gettering by POCZ3
This study was conducted on Ingot W181-Cr containing 1x10 15 cm 3
metallurgical Cr for which. DLTS measurements on the as grown wafers
showed 1x10 14 cm 3 of Cr to be electrically active.. After an 825°C/50
min P0CR, 3 gettering cycle the diffused (n+) region was removed and the
remainder of the wafer was etched in steps ranging in depth from zero to
2
{
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TABLE 9
The Electrically-active Mo Concentration in Bulk Silicon After
n250IC/17 his FQC9,3 gettering of Ingot {V-077 Containing
4x10 2 cm- 3 Mo.
Distance from the Surface	 Active Mo Concentration
(u m)	 (cm- 3
 )
2
4.4
1.4x1012
10
	
2.0x1012
25
	
2.75x1012
37.5
	
2.75x1012
.,
50pm below the surface. On each step Schottky-barrier diodes again were
fabricated by evaporating T1-Ate eontacts. ULTS measurL>ments o pt t1jef,c
Schottky barrier diodes showed no detectable electrically-active Cr
(the DLTS detection limit is ti	 cm-  ) as deep as 2 mils below the
n+p interface.
In order to reduce the gettering intenssty a similar experiment
was performed subsequent to a 600%/I hr POCQ 3 gettering cycle. It was
striking to note that again no electrically active Cr wss detected as
far as 2 mil below the n+p interface. These data suggest that either
Cr diffuses out very rapidly in the presence of POCZ 3
 even at low
temperatures or that it becomes electrically inactive. In order to
answer this question we need to do gettering at lower temperature/shorter
time or perform a straight heat treatment without the presence of POCQ3.
It is important to note that although no Cr was detected
after 825°C/SO min POCQ 3 gettering, there may still be some Cr presont
below the detection limit because there was about 20' loss in the cell
performance due to Cr.
3.2.4 Analysis of the Effects of Al and Au on Silicon Solar Cells
Ingot W230 was grown with 1.2x10 17
 cm
-3
 Al resulting in a
resistivity of 1.5 n-cm, corresponding to 1x10 1' 6
 em-3 Al at the acceptor
or substituti?nal sites, It is noteworthy that unlike boron, more than
an order of magnitude Al is in some configuration where it does not act
like dopant, but could give rise to deep levels.
The solar cells fabricated from this material, Table 10,
indeed show an appreciable loss in the cell performance associated with
a drop in the red response of the cells,Figure 3. Two deep levels, at
EV+0.44eV and EV+0.49eV were detected by DLTS.
Gold is well known to be detrimental in silicon. However,
most of the studies of Au in silicon were conducted by diffusing Au
into Si. We have produced an ingot in which 5,5x10 14
 
CIA 
-3 
Au was
incorporated during the crystal growth. The data in Table 10 show that
Au had a significant impact on the cell efficiency and the short circuit
24
TABLE 10
Solar Cell Data from ')evices Fabricated on Single Crystals
Contaminated with 4xlL^ 14
 cm- 3 Au (Ingot 229) and 1.2x10 17 cm- 3 At
(Tngot 230).
Ingot ID	 ISC	 voC	 F 	 Cell Efficiency
198-Baseline 21.75 .55 .74 9.34
229-Au 18.02 .S02 .66 6.37
230-At 15.76 :501 .66 5.5
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current indicating a decrease in minority carrier lifetime. This can
also be seen from the significant drop in the red response of the cell.,
Figure 3. The DLTS results support the above observation since four
deep levels, at EV+0.22eV, EV+0.34eV, EV+0.47eV and EV+0.53eV, were
detected and t1leir concentrations were 3.2x10 13
 cm
-3 , 5.4x10 13
 cm43,
7.3x10 12 cm -3
 and 7.3x1.0 12
 cm-3 , respectively. In gold-diffused Si
other investigators have detected levels at E V+0.35eV and EV+0.5SeV.
However, when gold is grown in we observe two extra levels.
	 Another
noteworthy feature of the data is that only a fraction of total gold is
electrically active.
3.2.5 Solar Cell and Material Evaluation by DLTS
We have continued to monitor the electrically-active impurity
concentrations of representative wafers (as grown) and solar cells to
correlate device and materials effects due to impurities. Table 11 is a
summary of current information collected by deep level transient
spectroscopy for single and polycrystalline ingots. As before we did not
detect any levels for Cu, Ta, Ag, Ni, Din. However, deep levels due to
Au and Al were detected. This compilation will be updated as the stud),
continues.
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3.3 The Permanence of 'impurity Effects in Silicon Solar Cells
It 	Temperature Effects
Experimental evidence 1-3shows that solar cell performance
depends upon both material quality and device process history. The
operating life of a solar cell array in the field should exceed twenty
years, so it is important to understand what effects specific impurities
will have on long term efficiencies.
The time period of interest is extremely long compared to
practical test times, so extrapolations from accelerated aging tests
must be used to estimate long term solar cell performance. On the basis
of earlier results and fundamental considerations, temperature is believed
to be the dominant parameter affecting gradual cell degradation. A
series of experiments has been underway 3,6,9 to determine the magi-Atude
of the temperature-dependent degradation mechanisms for individual.
impurities.
3.3.1.1 Experimental Method
As noted before,prediffused silicon wafers containing single
impurities are soaked at elevated temperatures for various lengths of
time. These wafers are then further processed into test cells and their
characteristics are measured. The rate of degradation of efficiency is
determined at each temperature, assuming that, at least in the initial
stages, cell efficiency decreases linearly with time. A linear least
squares fit to the efficiency-time data gives estimates of the no (the
initial efficiency) and ( 1 /no) do/dt (the normalized rate of change of
efficiency). From these parameters, determined for different temperatures,
an Arrb onius plot is developed to express the temperature-time dependence
of efficiency degradation for a particular impurity.
3.3.1.2 Experimental Results
The behavior of the ingots listed in Table 12 has been
previously reported.3r9
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TABLE 12
INGOTS USED IN PERMANENCE STUDIES
Ingot Identification
	 Impurity Concentration (cm 3)
W09700000 Baseline
W077Mo001 4.2x1,0'2 Mo
W123Ti008 1x1014 Ti
W072Cr005 4x1014 Cr
W192Ag001 2.2x1015
W183Nb002 < 9x10 12 Nb
W135Fe005 7.8x1014 Fe
W166Fe007 1.06x1015 Fe
W167Nb001 < 4.4x1013 Nb
W2llCu007 1.8x1015 Cu
30
During this quarter, accelerated aging experiments were
completed on ingots IV221Ni005 (8.2x10 15
 cm 3) and 11222AS002 (4.6x10 15 cm-3),
For the nickel-doped silicon, the measured rates of cell degradation were
2.4x1.0_ 4
 hr- l ) '1.5x10 -3 fir- l , and 1.7x10'` fir-1 at 400, 600, and 800%,
respectively. Those data, when fitted to an Arrhenius modal, yield
n1 dt ;* 28.47 exp (-0.673eV/kT) lir-l0
if cell failure is defined as a decrease to 900 of the initial cell
efficiency, then based upon the above relationship, the predicted rimes to
failure at passible operating temperatures are those given in Table 13.
For typical array temperatures no impurity- induced effects are
expected during a twenty year lifetime.
For the silver-doped silicon, the experimental data were widely
scattered and a fit to an Arrhenius model could be obtained only by
regarding some of the data points as anomalous and disregarding them.
When this is done,the measured normalized rates of cell degradation are
2.15x10 -3hr-1 , 1.83x10-21ir`1 , and 3.85x10-2
 fir- 1 at 400, 600, and 800°C
respectively. These rates, fitted to an ,Arrhenius model, yield
n	
= 0.29 exp (-0.37eV/kT) hr-1,
o dil
Predicted time to failure at possible operating temperatures are then as
shown in Table 14.
These predicted times to failure imply a very serious problem
may exist for the use of silver-contaminated silicon. Because of the
questionable validity of some of the data used in obtaining these
projections, further investigation of salver-doped silicon should be
undertaken to clarify the results.
31
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TABLE 13
PredicC d Ti 3e to Failure for Solar Cells Containing
8.2x101 cm Nickel Impurity
Operating Temperature, or	 Time to
	
Failure, (yr)
100	 490
125
	
133
150	 42
175	 15
200	 6
TABLE 14
Predicted Time to Failure for Solar Cells Containing
4.6x1015 cm-3 Silver Impurity
Operating 7.Temperaturep °C
	
Time to Failure, ('yrs)
100
	
14 .1
125
	
2.0
150
	
1.0
115
	
0,59
200
	
0,35
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3,3.2 Electrical Bias Cffects
The purpose of this experiment is to determine whether electrical
bias coupled with moderate temperatures in operating sola r cells may,
over lone periods of time, affect cell efficiency. 'rhe possible inter-
actions between electric field and impurities in the solar cell Junction
region are not well understood and their effects must be determined
empirically.
In these experiments, lease line cells and cells containing one
of several representative impurities are operated at a current density
of 30 mA/cm2 ; current is externally supplied by a constant current supply.
In order to enhance and accelerate any electric field/impurity interactions
which may occur, the cells are operated at elevated temperature. Silicon
materials incorporated in this study are listed in Table 15.
Solar cell operation for periods of 100 hours have now been
carried out at ten different temperatures. The experiment plan calls for
further tests at increasingly higher temperatures until definite evidence
of cell efficiency degradation is observed,
Average relative cell efficiency of the base line (no intentional
impurity) cells after each temperature-bias expoPure is plotted in
figure 4. This represents any cell degradation which is attributable to
effects other than specific impurity affects. The average relative
cell efficiencies of the impurity-doped cells, normalized to the base
line cell behavior, are shown in Figures S to 12.
Clearl<<, the degradation at temperatures up to 225°C is small,
usually less than IM. No systematic effect is observable in these
data, so tests are continuing at higher temperatures.
3.4 Thermochemical. Getteri.ng
A previous report  described the effects of some
thermochemi.cal processes which can be performed on single crystal silicon
in order 'to mitigate the harmful effects of metal contamination, The
thermochemical processes studied were (1) PQCR 3 gettering, (2) HCZ
34
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TABLE 15
SILICON MATERIALS UNDERGOING ELECTRICAL BIAS TESTING
Ingot No.	 Impurity
W-198-00-000 Baseline	 None
W-166-Fe-007	 Fe 1.06 x 1015
W-167-Nb-001	 Nb <0.044 x 1015
W-192-Ag-001	 Ag 2.20 x 1015
W-181-Cr-006	 Cr 1.04 x 1015
W-016-Fe-001	 Fe 0.4 x 1015
W-056-Cu-005	 Cu 65 x 1015
W-183-Nb-002	 Nb <0.009 x 1015
W-123-Ti-008	 Ti 0.105 x 1015
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gettering of polXcrystalline silicon and of Cu-contaminated single
crystal silicon.
The effects of POCZ 3 gettering for periods of one.+ hour at
temperatures of 9S0°, 1000°, and 1100°C are illustrated in Figure 13,
The data indicate that titanium and vanadium can be gettered from
polycrystalline silicon, resulting in an increase in call efficiency.
However, the efficiency of cells made with polycrystalline material will
still be low relative to single crystal. material. molybdenum is known
to diffuse only very slowly in silicon; and this property is reflected
in Figure 13, where it is apparent that molybdenum is not Bettered to
any observable extent from polycrystalline silicon under these test
conditions.
The copper-doped single crystal material was only marginally
inferior in cell performance to baseline material, 3
 and therefore
the POCk 2 gettering had little effect on cell efficiency, although it can
be presumed that copper, a fast diffuser, was effectively gettered by
the treatment.
The results of HCk gettering for one hour at 1000° or 1100%
respectively is illustrated in Figure 14. Again, the more rapidly
diffusing elements titanium and vanadium are effectively gettered from
polycrystalline silicon, while slower diffusing molyydenum is not.
Get;tering of copper from single crystal silicon by HCk treatment appears
to be extremely effective. (However, a part of this apparent effectiveness
is due to anomalously low cell efficiencies observed following the 1000°C
HU treatment.
Further thermochemical processing experiments are in progress.
In one of these, the effectiveness of argon implantation damage gettering
combined with HCR and POCP. 3 gettering is being evaluated on copper-doped
and titanium-doped solar cell material. Another experiment in progress
will investigate the possibility that the p-n junction-forming step
(Poa3 diffusion) alone is sufficient to getter some harmful impurities
from the junction region. Cells with ion implanted junctions (no
anticipated gettering action) will be compared to cells made with the
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standard POCZ S diffusion process. The signifleanco of this oxperimeAt
could be very high, relative to the cost effectiveness of ion implantation
processes for less pure, but low cost, solar materials,
3.5 Impurity Behavior in Hi }^i Efficiency Devices
Our investigation of solar cell impurity effects has relied on
a conventional device of rather conservative design. The fabrication
technology was minimally complexi and optimized for reliability and
repeatability rather than for cell efficiency. In the following discussion
we refer to these as "standard efficiency" (SE) cells as distinguished
from "high efficiency" (HE) cells. SC baseline cells, ie, containing no
added impurities, have an AMl efficiency of 14.5% with AR coatings, An
analytic model was devised to relate the performance of the SE cells to
their content of added impurities.3 The model parameter obtained to
characterize the impact of each impurity is its degradation threshold (N Cy);
above which cell performance is significantly degraded. Cells containing
a specific impurity at its threshold concentration will experience a 30,
loss of short-circuit current and correspondingly approximately a 7% loss
in efficiency as referred to baseline devices.
The model related the normalized short-circuit current (I n) to
the concentration of impurity- x (Nx) as follows:
( Inw/In-1) 2 = C1(1+Nx/Nox)	
(1)
where Cl = 0.0121 and Inw 1.11 are model constants slightly dependent
on cell design and independent of impurity effects. The efficiency is
related to the short-circuit current by the cmpirical expression:
n = no (0.872In
1,128
 + 0.128In12)	 (2)
In the model derivation it was shown that the degradation
threshold can be expressed as:
2
Nox pnb/(LnovthoxAx)	 (3)
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where Dnb is the diffusivity for electrons in the p-base, Lno is the
effective diffusion length for electrons in the base, 
ox 
is the effective
recombination cross-section for the traps produced by impurity x, Vth is
`
	
	
the thermal velocity, and Ax is the ratio of electrically active impurity
r
centers to those metallurgically present. Of these parameters, o x and
Ax are direct properties of the specific impurities. Lno and possibly
Dnb are .indirectly affected by the type and amount of impurity.
Experimentally, the ohiric-back "standard efficiency" (Sr)
cells used throughout the impurity effects study exhibit values of Lno
from N140 to N180 um and typically have a base width of 475 um.
Diffusion length data are obtained from measurements of the open-circuit
voltage decay, short-circuit current and from modelling analysis with
results in good agreement. Diffusion lengths have also been determined
from spectralquantum efficiency measurements. The results are in
qualitative agreement with the other methods but yield lower absolute
'values by a factor of 2 to 4. This discrepancy is probably a consequence
of the extremely low injection levels used in measuring spectral response
since it is well known that minority carrier lifetimes increase significantly
at higher injection levels. Figure 15 illustrates typical measured
spectral response curves for cells of three different designs and Figure
16 shows the corresponding quantum efficiency curves. Diffusion lengths
obtained from these data are: Device #1, L no = 204 um; Device #2, 1, no = 300 urn;
and Device #3, Lno = 315 µm. The other methods of measurement gave
device #1, 400 um; Device #2, 175 1pn; and Device #3, 450 uri.
High efficiency cell performance requires that the cell or
its base-width exceed the absorption length of the lowest energy photons
within the absorption band of silicon. It is further necessary in order
to collect the generated carriers, that the diffusion, length be substantially
greater than the width of the device. These requirements can be satisfied
only by proper design of the cell doping profiles and contact geometry,
the use of 'high quality silicon and careful processing to minimize
introducing defects or contamination. Minimizing minority carrier
recombination at the surfaces and in the bulk is also necessary.
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Surface recombination .can be reduced by the use of back-surface fields
and by passivation of the physical surfaces, e.g, with oxides. Bulk
^c
'	 recombination, although sumewhat process dependent, is primarily
determined by the quality of the silicon crystal; that is,its impurity
content and its defect structure. The defect structure is controlled by
the crystal growth technique and can be reduced to levels of little
importance in crystals prepared by CZ, FZ, dendritic web and some other
methods. However some casting and ribbon growth methods result in
significant twinning and randomly oriented grain boundaries as well as
other defects in the silicon. These defects with the exception of
coherent twin boundaries have been shown to have large recombination
activity even when impurities are not present. Thus fora polycrystalline
material to be a likely candidate for high efficiency cells it must have
very large grain structure or consist primarily of grains bounded by
coherent twins.
Having identified a large effective diffusion 1tIngth as a
primary requirement for high efficiency, we can now examine the
sensitivity of HE devices to impurities using the equations of the
impurity model• If we assume that the constants C l and In
oo 
are
independent of cell design then the model can predict the HE behavior
from the data obtained with the SE devices by knowing the value of InPO
required for a particular HE device. The design independence assumption
is clearly questionable but as we show later, it is approximately true in
the range of impurity concentrations of interest.
Using equation (3) we obtain an expression for the degradation
threshold of an HE cell in terms of the value obtained for SE cells.
Nox (HE) = Nox (SE)(Lno (SE)/Lno (HE) 2 (Dnb (HE)/Enb (SE))	 (4)
Let us consider the effect of adding molybdenum to a wide-base HE cell,
Cell #3 in Figures l and 16 above. The degradation threshold for Mo in
SE cells is 6x10 11/cm3 and Lno (SE) = 175 pm. The diffusion length in the
wide-base HE cell; Lno(HE) = 450 um. '.These data in Equation (4) imply that
the degradation threshold for Mo will be reduced to 9x10 10/cm3 for the
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wide-base HE devices. The model curves for SE cells containing Mo are
.shown in Figure 17 where N0 (moly) = 6x10 11 . Pigure 18 shows the
efficiency curve for the HE device where N 0 (moly) = 9x10 10 . By comparing
the two figures it can be seen that the curve has moved to the left for
the HE device indicating its approximately seven-fold higher sensitivity
to the Mo concentration.
In order to test the validity of predictions of the analytic
impurity model, we have developed a detailed finite element model with
which we can calculate cell performance for various spectra and operating
conditions. The model analysis derives from the cell design geometry
and the material properties, i.e. the doping profiles, impurity content,
etc. and is believed to properly include all relevant effects. Some results
and a discussion of the method of analysis were presented in the previous
quarterly report.
We have used this more precise model to predict the effect of
molybdenum on the performance of SE cells and two types of HE cells.
The results of these calculations are shown in,Figures 17, 18, and 19.
The agreement with the impurity model predictions and with experimental
data is quite good in all three cases, at least for moderate Mo concen-
trations. At the highest concentrations, the impurity model predicts
too great a performance loss, particularly for the narrow-base back-
surface-field device, the design details of which deviate most from the
assumptions used in the impurity model derivation.
For most practical purposes this analysiE, shows that the
simple analytic expressions, Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) are suitable for
determinining the impurity behavior of high efficiency solar cells. The
necessary data are the values of Nox for SE cells from the published
data base and a value for the effective diffusion length in an uncontaminated
HE cell of the required design.
Only a limited amount of experimental data is presently available
for the HE cells but the results are generally in agreement with model
predictions. Several experiments are in progress with both wide-base and
narrow back-field devices and the results will be presented in the future.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Cr appears to be highly mobile in the silicon matrix even at
low temperatures. We have found in contrast to earlier results for Mo,
Ti and V—that the electrically-active Cr concentrations in polycrystalline
silicon vary from place to place within an ingot, and that the concen-
trations are more than an order of magnitude smaller than would be
expected in single crystal ingots with the same metallurgical Cr
content. We hypothesize the Cr diffuses to grain boundaries during cool-
down from the growth temperature, becoming electrically deactivated
at these locations. Spectral response data and cell performance measurements
indicate cell degradation by Cr even at concentrations below the
detectability by DLTS.
Even after POCQ 3
 gettering for only one hour at 600"C, no Cr
can be detected by DLTS at depths as great as 2 mil below the surface of
single crystal wafers. Prior to treatment about 8x10 13Cr cm-3 was found.
Clearly rapid outdiffusion of Cr (or thermal deactivation) must occur
during the treatment.
Both At and Au introduce deep levels in silicon which reduce
minority carrier lifetime and cell performance. EV+0.44eV and EV+0.49eV
levels are induced by At at concentrations of 1.2 and 1.7x10 12
 cm- 3,
respectively for an ingot containing a 1.2x10 17 cm- 3 metallurgical
concentration. The low electrically active trap concentrations are not
totally accounted for by Al-0 eomplexing or doping effects. Au incorporated
in silicon by.crystal growth displays four deep levels--E V+0.22eV, EV+0.34eV,
EV+0.47eV, and EV+0.53eV—in contrast to the two levels normally produced
during Au diffusion. Only a fraction of the total metallurgical Au
concentration is electrically active but it is sufficient to degrade bulk
•°	 lifetime.
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Accelerated aging of 14-doped silicon at 400, 600, and 800%
produces a thermally-activated cell performance loss of the
1/n0 do	 28.47 exp (0.673eV/kT)hr"1
where nQ is the initial uncoated cell efficiency (a). Projected to a
20 year operating l,;fetime, the data imply no significant impact on
cell performance due to Ni impurity-related effects. Data for Ag were
tuo scattered to fit to a model of this type.
Following exposure to combined temperature and electrical bias
stress for 100 hours at 225°C, solar cells containing he, Nb, Ag, Cr, Cu,.
and Ti, respectively, show no degradation in cell performance compared
to baseline (un contaminated) devices. These studies will continue at
higher temperatures.
Ti and V but not No can be gettered by either POCZ 3 or HCQ.
treatments at 1000% and 1100°C. This is consistent with earlier data
for bettering of single crystal material containing these impurities.
Projections based on the earlier impurity-performance model and
a recent, more sophisticated, finite element model show about, a 7 fold
reduction in the threshold for Mo content at which high efficiency cells
degrade compared to our standard test device.
S. PROGRAM STATUS
The current milestone chart for the Phase TV program is
illustrated in Figure 20.
5.1 Present Status
During this quarter ive
0 Determined the relative effects of Cr on single crystal
and polycrystalline solar cells using DLTS, spectral response
and cell performance data.
• Evaluated by DLTS measurements the Mo diffusion profile formed
during POCZ bettering at 1250°C.
• Analyzed the effect of Au and At on single crystal solar cell
performance.
• Completed low temperature/bias aging experiments up to
225°C on solar cells containing seven different impurities.
• Demonstrated POCZ 3
 gettering of Ti and V from polycrystalline
solar cells.
Correlated experimental data with model calculations for
high efficiency devices.
5.2 Future Activity
During the next quarter work will continue on (1) polycrystalline
cell behavior (2) t1iormochemical interaction of impurities, including ion
implant behavior (3) permanence studies and (4) impurities in high
efficiency devices.
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